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AP Analysis: Putin cornered over Ukraine For Russian President Vladimir Putin, there are few options left in the Ukraine crisis and 

they all look bad. He is caught between a determined West demanding that he disavow the pro-Russian insurgents in Ukraine and 

increasingly assertive nationalists at home urging him to champion the mutiny and send in the Russian army. The Malaysian plane 

disaster this week triggered another round of U.S. and EU sanctions, which for the first time targeted entire sectors of the Russian 

economy, severely limiting Putin's room for maneuver. He may be eager to sever ties with the rebels, but he would need to find a way 

to do so that would allow him to save face undefined an exceedingly hard task amid growing Western pressure.   Yahoo News.  Read 

More 

 Obama, Putin discuss Ukraine, missile treaty President Barack Obama pressed Russian President Vladimir Putin Friday for a 

diplomatic path out of Ukraine's struggle with Moscow-backed pro-Russian separatists. Putin countered by calling U.S. and European 

economic sanctions against Russia counterproductive. Obama later conceded that pressure from recently imposed U.S. and European 

measures to squeeze the Russian economy "hasn't resolved the problem yet."   Yahoo News.  Read More 

  

Germany Reportedly Scraps Military Deal With Russia Germany has reportedly scrapped a deal to provide a fully equipped 

training camp to Russian forces due to the ongoing crisis in Ukraine. The German daily “Sueddeutsche Zeitung” reported on August 4 

that Vice Chancellor and Economy Minister Sigmar Gabriel "withdrew his authorization" for the $140 million contract involving the 

German defense group Rheinmetall. The project had been halted in March following to Russia's annexation of Ukraine's Crimea 

region.   RFE/RL.   Read More 

 European Sanctions Force Russian Carrier to Suspend Flights A low-cost subsidiary of the Russian state carrier Aeroflot 

announced on Sunday that it would suspend all flights as a result of sanctions imposed on Russia by the European Union. The 

sanctions, announced on Tuesday, said the subsidiary, Dobrolet, “facilitates the integration of the illegally annexed Autonomous 

Republic of Crimea into the Russian Federation” by initially offering flights exclusively to the annexed peninsula from Moscow. 

Dobrolet, which opened with service to Crimea in June, said in a statement that it had suspended the flights because the leasing 

agreements for its fleet of Boeing aircraft were frozen by the sanctions.   The New York Times.  Read More 

  

 Ukraine crisis timeline A decision in November 2013 by Ukraine's then President Viktor Yanukovych to pull out of an association 

deal with the European Union sparked huge street protests that eventually led to his downfall. In March, Russia reacted by annexing 

the Ukrainian region of Crimea and unrest began growing in eastern Ukraine, where pro-Russian sentiment is strong. Relations 

between the West and Moscow have soured dramatically.    BBC News.   Read More 
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A City Divided Over an Occupation Without End The summer tourists, in shorts and sundresses, walk the steep slope of Institutska 

Street, toward Independence Square, pausing to snap pictures of themselves in front of the fortresslike mounds of tires, cobblestones, 

twisted metal and hunks of wood that still stand as barricades, as if the riot police could return at any moment. As they descend, they 

peer closely at piles of debris that contain the detritus of months of civil disobedience: rusting metal body shields, orange plastic 

construction helmets, fading bandage wrappers and scraps of bloody clothing. Some move in for a closer look at the photos of dead 

protesters that line the streets, surrounded by flowers and candles.   The New York Times.  Read More 

The Kremlin Floats An Exit Strategy Sometimes it's a good idea to pay attention to what Andrei Kolesnikov writes. The 

"Kommersant" columnist is one of the Kremlin's anointed court scribes and is often described as President Vladimir Putin's favorite 

journalist. Ben Judah, author of "Fragile Empire: How Russia Fell Out Of Love With Vladimir Putin," recently wrote that the 

Russian president "pays particular attention" to Kolesnikov's columns, which he enjoys "greatly and always reads right to the end."     

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty.   Read More 

 Live Blog: Ukraine In Crisis The spokesman for Ukraine's National Defense and Security Council has claimed pro-government 

forces have captured two key towns along the border of the eastern Luhansk and Donetsk regions, effectively cutting links between 

the pro-Russian separatists in the two regions. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) says international 

experts returned for a second day to the crash site of Flight MH17 in separatist-controlled eastern Ukraine. 

U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron has called on NATO to be a "robust presence" in Eastern Europe because of Russia's "illegal” 

actions in Ukraine.    Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty.   Read More 

Ukraine Struggles To Find Strategy For Getting Back Crimea Although the raging fighting and heated rhetoric in eastern Ukraine 

still command the headlines, the dispute between Kyiv and Moscow over Crimea simmers on and seems as intractable as ever. Russia 

annexed the Ukrainian Black Sea peninsula in March, a move that Ukraine and most of the rest of the world have refused to 

acknowledge.  Speaking on Ukrainian television on August 1, President Petro Poroshenko said his country "will not give up Crimea."   

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty.  Read More 

 EU Formally Adopts Russia Sanctions  The European Union formally adopted broad economic sanctions against Russia on July 31 

in response to Moscow's actions in eastern Ukraine. An EU statement said the new measures, agreed on July 29, target Russia's 

banking, defense and energy sectors in view of its "actions destabilizing the situation in eastern Ukraine." The move limits access by 

Russian state-owned banks to Europe's financial markets, which will increase their cost of doing business and hinder their contribution 

to the economy.    Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty.  Read More 

  

Ukrainian business: new challenges The Association Agreement between Ukraine and the European Union signed by the President 

and pending ratification by the Verkhovna Rada and the EU parliaments provokes the ambiguous feelings among the Ukrainian 

business people. On the one hand, the document opens up opportunities for local entrepreneurs to interact with European companies.    

Kyiv Weekly.  Read More 

 

 VKontakte with the Kremlin Pavel Durov’s sale of his part of VKontakte shares was not unexpected, to put it mildly, because the 

topic has been discussed for over a year now. Some sources even gave tentative dates of this event, for example, immediately after the 

Sochi Olympics. So, that which was anticipated has become reality. 12% of Durov’s shares was conveyed to Ivan Tavrin of 

Megaphone (i.e. Alisher Usmanov), which together with previously accumulated shares made up a 52% controlling stake.   Kyiv 

Weekly.   Read More 
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